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ABSTRACT: Coherent preparation of quantum states of atoms and ions by laser light can lead to electromagnetically
induced transparency and related effects. In particular, the standing wave at the adjacent transition induces a new type
of nonlinear resonance in the probe-field spectrum of a three-level system. The resonance is due to the effect of highorder harmonics of atomic coherence. However, the resonance is broadened in experiment and the reason of the broadening
was unclear. The paper describes how the velocity changing collisions broaden the resonance. The analytic theory
taking into account up to 4-th order of the perturbation theory is presented. The numerical solution of density matrix
equations is discussed. The analytical formulas are shown to describe the experiment qualitatively while the numerical
computation demonstrates quantitative agreement. The Coulomb dephasing is shown to be the physical mechanism of
the broadening.
PACS numbers: 32.70.Jz,42.50.Gy,42.50.Hz,52.20.Hv

Figure 1: Level diagram: strong standing wave (solid line with two arrows) with frequency and wavevector
, k and probe wave µ, kµ (dashed with one arrow)

I. INTRODUCTION
It is well-known that the light absorption in the atomic medium near a resonant frequency can be reduced substantially
or even canceled with the help of strong driving field at the adjacent transition due to the splitting of levels. This
effect, so-called electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) [1, 2], is a base of quite a number of atomic
coherence effects, in particular, the resonant enhancement of electro-optical processes [3–5], the lasing without
inversion [6], suppression of two-photon absorption [7]. Under conditions of EIT the super-narrow resonances arise
leading to the giant dispersion within the transparency window. This property is helpful for light deceleration
[8–10] and makes the effect promising for application in the frequency standards [11], the precision magnetometery
[12], and as a storage of quantum information [13–15].
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As a rule, in EIT experiments three-level �-systems interact with the probe and driving fields presented by
running waves [16, 17]. A finite analytical expression for the probe field absorption at high intensity of the driving
field cannot be derived even for rare collisionless gas. Higher spatial harmonics are taken into account by the
Feldman — Feld continuous fractions [21]. This expression was obtained from the known continuous fraction for
populations in two-level system in bichromatic field [27, 28]. In the case of equal relaxation constants and exact
resonance the populations can be expressed in terms of the rapidly oscillating Bessel function [29] (see also the
survey by Stenholm [30]).
In experiment the higher spatial harmonics were studied in cadmium spectrum. Atoms interacted with two
counterpropagating waves of different frequency and amplitude [31, 32] (see also [33]). Under the frequency scanning
the subradiative structure was observed in the absorption spectrum that included up to 5 peaks that became more
frequent in the line center (so called “1/n-resonances”). Herewith the spectrum appeared to be very sensitive to the
ratio of amplitudes of the waves, especially in the case of close amplitudes.
Theoretical and experimental study of the standing wave as the driving field was carried out [18, 19] in
�-configuration, Fig. 1. Strong field was generated on laser transition ArII mn =4p2 S1/2 – 4s 2 P1/2 at wavelength
� = 458nm. Probe field was a running wave at ml = 4p 2 S1/2 – 3d 2 P3/2, �µ = 648nm. The absorption of probe field was
measured as a function of detuning ��= � – �mn. At the specific probe field detuning �µ = kµ��/ k the well known EIT
resonance was observed. Along with it a new structure at �µ =0 was discovered and its position in the spectrum was
independent of the strong field detuning �, as shown in Fig. 2.
At ��= 0 the positions of both resonances coincide but their widths and signs differ. The new structure looks like
peak of the electromagnetically induced transparency split by narrow dip. At higher strong field detuning ��the dip
is transformed into a peak at the center �µ = 0. The new structure was observed for non-typical situation with a wide
lower level n, where the forbidden transition was wider than the allowed one �nl >> �ml. Previously the opposite
limiting case �nl << �ml was studied in details. For this reason the motionless structure was overseen both in the
perturbation theory [20] and in numerical calculations [21]. This structure is originated by the higher harmonics at
transitions ml and nl induced by the standing wave.
Since the spatial modulation of coherence arises at simultaneous action of two counterpropagating running
waves the effect is maximal for particles with zero projection of the velocity vector onto the wavevector. Atoms or
ions near the nodes of the standing wave do not feel the strong field. Thereafter, the EIT (or absorption) induced by
the strong field considerably decreases near zero probe field detuning �µ = 0. For the same reason the resonance of
slow atoms is not sensitive to the Doppler broadening and appears to be sufficiently narrow. The small width of the
resonance leads to sharp slope of the dispersion curve then the resonance is suitable for experiments on slow light
or other EIT applications.
The theory for collisionless case is based on the continuous fraction averaging over the velocity distribution.
Fig. 3 shows the collisionless theory of resonances. Comparison with Fig. 2 demonstrates a good agreement in
positions of both resonances. At the same time the width of observed slow-atom resonance appears to be several
times wider than the prediction of collisionless theory. It is naturally to assume that the broadening is a result of the
Coulomb scattering of excited ions by the ground state ions in plasma. In general theory of Coulomb scattering [22]
the higher harmonics of spatial coherence are neglected. The neglecting is valid for the Lamb dip in two-level
system where the oscillation of populations is smoothed out at the averaging over velocities. The theory is also
valid for running wave in three-level system. Calculation of the shape of known EIT resonance at �µ = kµ��/ k in the
three-level system under the field of running wave demonstrates a good agreement with experiment. It was shown
that the resonance is caused by the Bennet dip in the population distribution over velocity. Its width becomes nearly
3 times greater than in collisionless case [23]. For the new resonance �µ = 0 the theory taking the scattering into
account was absent. Only a rough estimation of the Coulomb dephasing effect had been presented in paper
[24] under the approximation of empty intermediate level m.
The aim of the present paper is to explain how the collision broadening occurs. The key equations of the
broadening theory of the resonance of higher spatial harmonics are presented below, while the specific details of
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Figure 2: Measured spectra. (a) At = 0 and different Rabi
frequencies: from bottom up = 0, 50, 75, and 100 MHz.
(b) At = 100 MHz and different detuning: from bottom
= 0.2, 0.7, and 2 GHz. The amplitude of
the last curve is doubled

Figure 3: Calculated spectra. (a) At = 0, kvT = 20 mn, ml /
=1/6, mn
and different Rabi frequencies: from bottom
nl
nl
up / mn = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4. (b) At / mn = 0.4 0
and different detuning: from bottom up / mn = 0.7, 2.2,
and 6.6

numerical and analytical calculation can be found in papers [25, 26]. The account of collisions is important not only
for the quantitative interpretation of experiments in argon discharge plasma. The velocity changing collisions could
broaden the resonances and decrease the slope of dispersion curve in other experiments on EIT with other gas
media where the field of standing wave is exploited.
II. PERTURBATION THEORY
Let us consider the gas of three-level systems under the driving field of standing wave, Fig. 1 including the collisions.
At weak saturation the solution can be obtained as a perturbation series. The second order of the perturbation series
does not include the effects of higher spatial harmonics. The second harmonics manifests itself only in the fourth
order, then we restrict ourselves by the fourth order of the perturbation expansion following [25].
(A) Equation for Density Matrix
The density matrix �ij equation describes the interaction of three-level system with parallel driving and probe waves
i (�ij + �t + v�x) �ij = [V, �]ij.

(1)

Here �ij are the relaxation constants, t is time, x is the coordinate along the direction of the wavevectors k||kµ of the
ˆ 2� is the
driving and probe waves, v is the projection of the velocity vector to this common direction, Vˆ � �E � d/
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operator of dipole interaction, d̂ is the dipole moment operator, � is the Plank constant, E is the electric field of the
light wave, indices i, j posses the values l, m, n, square brackets denote the commutator. Coupled equations for
polarizations �ml and �nl of the allowed and forbidden transitions follow from (1):
i(�ml + �t + v�x)��ml = Vml �ll + Vmn �nl – �mmVml,
i(�nl + �t + v�x) �nl = Vnm �ml – �nmVml.

(2)

We neglect the population �mm of level m and polarization �nm being small under experimental conditions. The
equilibrium distribution at level l is Maxwellian
�ll � N l (v ) � N l vT�1� �1/ 2 e � v

2

/ vT2

,

where vT =

2T / M is the thermal velocity, T is the temperature in energetic units, M is the mass of the radiating
particle. Let us specify the fields of running and standing waves in the form:
1
ik x � i� t
Eµ ( x, t ) � E0µe µ µ � c.c., E( x, t ) � E0 cos kxe �i�t � c.c.,
2

(3)

where E0 and E0µ are the amplitudes, c.c. denotes the complex conjugated terms. Let Rabi frequencies of the driving
and probe field be �µ = E0µ · dml / 2�, ��= E0 · dmn / 2� where dij are matrix elements of the dipole moment.
Changing the variables in equation (2):
�ml = �µ(x, v)exp(ikµx – i�µt), �nl = �v(x, v)exp(ikµx + i�t – i�µt),
we get a closed steady state equation set for amplitudes �µ and �v of polarizations at allowed and forbidden transitions:
(�µ – i�µ + ikµv + v�x) �µ = –2i�cos(kx)�v + i�µNl(v),
(�v + i� – i�µ + ikµv + v�x)�v = 2i�* cos(kx)�µ,

(4)

where �µ = �ml, �v = �nl.
These equations take into account only interaction of ions with light, however the Coulomb ion-ion scattering
strongly affects the probe-field spectrum. The Coulomb scattering is small-angle then it can be described as a
diffusion process in the velocity space. The scattering is independent of the ionic internal quantum state, then it can
ˆ
be described by operator S = D�vv in the right sides of Eqs. (1), (2), (4), where
D�

�vT2
16 � N Z 2 e 4 �
, ��
.
2
3 M 2 vT3

(5)

Here D is the diffusion coefficient, � is the effective transport frequency of ionic collisions, Ze is the ion charge, �
is the Coulomb logarithm, N is the ionic density [22]. The full ionic density enters into expression (5), since the
concentration of excited ions is small, and then the excited ions are scattered mainly by the ions in the ground state.
(B) Nonlinear Absorption Spectrum
Since the solutions to (1) are periodic functions of coordinate, the density matrix elements �(x) are Fourier series
over the spatial harmonics

�ˆ ( x, v) �

�

� rˆ (v)e

p ���

p

ipkx

.

(6)

Nonlinear absorption spectrum is defined as the difference between probe-field absorption spectra when the
driving field is turned off and turned on
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�µ

�µ (0) �µ ( ), �µ

Im

rml ,0 (v) dv.

(7)

Its advantage is absence of the broad Doppler contour being subtracted, as shown in Fig. 4. Scales of axis y for
linear and nonlinear absorption differs by an order of magnitude, then the nonlinear spectrum is better to study
small nonlinear contributions of the strong driving field. Expression for ��µ includes only zeroth Fourier component
of the polarization rml,0(v), since one must average the absorption over coordinate x and other terms in series (6) give
no contribution.
Fig. 5 shows ��µ as a function of the detuning �µ at different strong-field amplitude � and detuning �. The
absorption is plotted using cumbersome formulas for the 4th order perturbation theory [25], then they take into
account only the second spatial harmonics. The parameters of discharge plasma and laser radiation were chosen
close to experimental. The left column shows the resonance case ��= 0. The amplitude of standing wave increases
top-down. The peak is sharp in the upper plot, then its top becomes fiat, and split at last. The dip appears corresponding
to the studied effect of the second spatial harmonics. In the right-hand column the amplitude is constant whereas the
strong-field detuning increases top-down. The top plot in the second column coincides with the bottom plot in the
first column. Then the resonance moves to the right with increase in detuning � while the second less pronounced
peak stays at the line center �µ = 0. Plots demonstrate how the dip turns into the peak with increasing in the
detuning.
The dip or peak is broaden compared to the collisionless case. The broadening due to velocity changing collisions
could depend only on the diffusion coefficient and the wavenumber kµ ~ k. There is only one combination with the
dimension of frequency ��µ ~ D1/3 k2/3 ~ �1/3(kvT )2/3. To test the hypothesis we plotted the series of curves ��µ(�µ),

Figure 4: Absorption �µ( ) (arb. units) as a function of the probe-field frequency detuning µ (dots), the same without the
strong field �µ(0) (dashes); the ordinate axis is at the left. Their difference �µ, the spectrum of nonlinear
absorption (solid curve); the ordinate axis is at the right
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Fig. 6, at different diffusion coefficients. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) as a function of D is shown in
the inset. The slope 0.31 is obtained by the least square fitting in agreement with estimated exponent 1/3. This
dependence has a simple physical explanation.

Figure 5: Nonlinear absorption spectrum �µ (
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Figure 6: Peak of higher spatial harmonics at
= µ = 1 GHz and different diffusion coefficient D. The peak grows up with
D: D / D0 = 0.1, 0.075, 0.05, 0.025, 0.001, where D0 = 1013 m2 / s3. Inset: the width of peak as a function of diffusion
coefficient in logarithmic coordinates

The broadening takes place because of the dephasing of wave in the reference frame of the excited ion due to
the Coulomb scattering. At time t the active ion is scattered by ions at ground state by random angle �. Its average
value is zero ��� = 0, while mean square value is nonzero in accordance with the diffusion law ��2� = �t. The ion
started in the antinode of standing wave and having zero projection of the velocity onto the wavevector acquires
velocity �v ~ (�t)1/2vT , then passes the distance �x ~ �1/2t3/2vT . When the phase incursion of n-th harmonics reaches
� the ion leaves the node, and then the effect of n-th harmonics vanishes. The characteristic duration of this process
is of the order of t ~ (nkvT )–2/3 �–1/3. The central resonance is the consequence of even harmonics n = 2, 4,... For
estimation we take n = 2, then the broadening is ��µ ~ D1/3 k2/3. At ��µ ~ �µ the dip (in resonance case) is washed off
and the peak (in nonresonance case) becomes wider. Notice that the considered effect of Coulomb dephasing
corresponds to the density dependence N1/3, while the known effect of Coulomb broadening of the Lamb dip gives
N1/2 [34]. The main peak at �µ = kµ���/ k experiences the common Coulomb broadening [23].
III. NUMERICAL CALCULATION
Three level scheme shown in Fig. 1 is studied numerically in this section. In the previous section we neglect the
population of intermediate level m, and then take into account only the population of the final level l.
This approximation answers the experimental conditions in ArII spectrum, where the initial state |n� = 4s 2P1/2
is relatively wide, when the intermediate and final states |m� = 4p 2S1/2, |l� = 3d 2P3/2 are narrow: �n � 3×109 s–1,
�m � 1.5 × 108 s–1, �l � 8×107 s–1. The populations of these states are nearly Nn � 109 cm–3, Nm � 5 × 109 cm–3, Nl � 1011
cm–3, then Nn, Nm << Nl.
If only level l is populated, then the calculation comes to the solution of equations (4) for polarizations of
allowed transition ml and forbidden transition nl. Small-angle Coulomb scattering with velocity changing turns the
set to the coupled Fokker — Plank equations. Its solution [24, 25] enables one to interpret the broadening of higher
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harmonics resonance. Unfortunately, there was no quantitative agreement with experiment. In order to provide the
agreement we present the numerical calculations taking into consideration the population of intermediate level m
along with population �n and polarization �mn of the transition interacting with the strong standing wave [26].
(A) Method
After expansion the elements of density matrix to Fourier series (6) Eq.(1) yields a set of differential-difference
equations for transition interacting with the standing wave

� ipkv � �
� ipkv � �

j

�

� Sˆ � j ( p) � i� [rmn ( p � 1) � rmn ( p � 1)]as � q j � p 0 ,

nm

�
� i � � Sˆ rmn ( p) � i [ N mn ( p � 1) � N mn ( p � 1)] � 0,
2

�

(8)

where Nij = �i – �j, qj is the excitation rate of level j, index “as” denote that the expression in the square brackets is to

1
be antisymmetrized with respect to p: � f ( p) �as � [ f ( p ) � f (� p)]. For transitions ml and nl the following separate
2
equations are derived:

� ipkv � � � Sˆ � r
1

�i

ml

( p) � i

�
[ rnl ( p � 1) � rnl ( p � 1)] � i� µ N ml ( p),
2

�
*
[rml ( p � 1) � rml ( p � 1)] � ipkv � � 2 � Sˆ rnl ( p ) � i� µ rmn
( p).
2

�

�

(9)

The right-hand sides of (9) include population �m and polarization rmn in transition mn found from (8).
Each equation (8) couples three neighbor spatial harmonics. The source term in the right side is present only for
p = 0. The equations for odd harmonics of populations and even harmonics of polarizations have no right parts,
consequently they have zero solution. Thus, only the even harmonics of populations and even harmonics of
polarizations have nonzero values. The analogous reasoning for Eq. (9) results in conclusion that the polarization
rml of allowed transition involves only even harmonics, while the polarization of forbidden transition involves only
odd harmonics.
ˆ

Replacing the collision operator S by the finite-difference expression we get the infinite linear sets of algebraic
equations from (8) and (9) with block-tridiagonal matrices. The blocks are formed by elements with equal velocity,
while the number of harmonics passes along the whole band of values. Breaking the Fourier series at some harmonic
and setting the increment �v for the velocity we obtain a finite algebraic set. The set can be solved by the matrix
marching technique [35]. The boundary conditions are zero at the both ends of the velocity interval.
(B) Comparison with Experiment
Nonlinear spectrum at different values of the effective collision frequency is shown in Fig. 7. According to the sign
in formula (7) the upwards direction in the plot corresponds to the better transmission, the downwards direction is
absorption. Then the central dip can be interpreted as a splitting of the electromagnetically induced transparency
peak. At ��= 0(a) the nonlinear resonance of the higher spatial harmonics appears as the dip. Outside the resonance
(b) it reveals itself as a peak at �µ = 0. Both near resonance and beyond the resonance the dip or peak in the center
becomes wider with the collision frequency �. At ��> 6 × 106 s–1 the dip is washed away and the peak substantially
broadens.
For experimental scheme with the wide initial level �n >> �m,l the “forbidden” transition appeared to be wider
than the allowed transition by an order of magnitude, i.e. �nl >> �ml. It is the property of experimental scheme
allowing observation of distinctive resonance of the higher spatial harmonics. At absence of the velocity changing
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Figure 7: Nonlinear absorption spectrum �µ( µ) (arb. units). Probe-field detuning µ is measured in GHz. Parameters choosen
are Nl = 1011 cm–3, Nm = Nn = 0, = 350 MHz, and different collision frequencies: = 0 (solid curve), 2×106 s–1 (dashes), 4×106 s–1
(frequent dots), 6×106 s–1 (dot-dashed), 8 × 106 s–1 (rare dots). (a) resonance case = 0, (b) non-resonance case = 2 GHz
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collisions and the Stark broadening, within the applicability domain of the perturbation theory the dip has
width �ml = (�m + �l) / 2 of the allowed transition. The peak of EIT has width �nl = (�n + �l) / 2 of the forbidden
transition which is greater. The velocity changing collisions broaden the dip. The dip becomes less contrast and
vanishes at higher collision frequencies.

Figure 8: Nonlinear absorption �µ (arb. units) as a function of probe-field detuning µ (GHz): experimental
data (dots) and least-square fitting (curve)

To compare the computations with experiment the nonlinear spectra are fitted with the least square method. The
set of linear equations (8), (9) includes 13 parameters: Nj, �j, the unperturbed population and the width of level
j = n, m, �ij, the homogeneous width of transition ij (i, j = n, m, l). The detunings of strong and probe fields are �, �µ
k, kµ are the wavenumbers of strong and probe fields, �, the Rabi frequency of strong field, �, the effective frequency
of ionic scattering. Two auxiliary parameters are appended, they are uncontrollable shifts of abscissa and ordinate
axes. Absolute values of absorbed power was not measured, then one more auxiliary parameter appears, the amplitude
of spectrum. Thus, there are 16 parameters, 13 of them are physical and 3 are auxiliary. The detuning �µ plays a
role of the independent variable. The greater part of parameters are known from independent measurements �m = 24
MHz, �n = 480 MHz, �nm = 280 MHz, �nl = 300 MHz, �ml = 50 MHz, kvT = 4.9 GHz, kµvT = 3.46 GHz, Nm = 6 × 109
cm–3 , Nn = 5 × 108 cm–3 , Nl = 1011 cm–3 . The least-square fitting is carried out by 3 physical parameters: the effective
frequency of ionic scattering �, the Rabi frequency of strong field �, and the driving field detuning �. Nonlinear
resonances at different � are shown in Fig. 8 along with the results of fitting. Sub-figure a–d are plotted at different
detunings �: from resonance to nonresonance case.
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Table 1
Fitted Parameters
a

b

c

d

� (MHz)

13

153

450

2350

� (MHz)

380

320

330

350

� (106 s–1)

2.0

3.6

6.9

2.5

Parameters found from the fitting are gathered in table I. All the measurements [18] were carried out at the same
power of standing wave, but different strong field detuning. The spread of parameters in the table can be considered
as a measure of possible systematic error or unaccounted factors in the theoretical model. Let us compare the fitted
parameters to literature. The detuning measured in [18] were ��= 0, 200, 700, 2000 MHz, respectively. The uncertainty
at frequency measurement was 100–150 MHz. The difference between fitted and measured data is likely explained
by lens effects. Linear lens effect means the refraction of laser beam in plasma column due to nonuniform radial
distribution of the ionic density together with the refractive index. There is a nonlinear effect, too. The nonlinear
lens is a result of saturation effect and nonuniform radial distribution of the light intensity in the beam. The refractive
indices of linear and nonlinear lenses depend on frequency, that leads to additional asymmetry of spectral profiles
[36].
Obtained values of the Rabi frequency in theory � � 350 MHz and in experiment � = 200 MHz differ essentially.
Note that in paper [18] other normalization of the Rabi frequency had been used, then the values presented were
twice less (100 MHz). This discrepancy can be explained by inaccurate knowledge of the dipole moment of the
transition [37]. The variation of effective diameter of the Gaussian laser beam along the discharge also pays its
contribution to the discrepancy.
The effective collision frequency can be estimated from formula (5). At N = 1014 cm–3 for singly charged ions we
get � = 107 s–1 . For plot Fig. 8 (c) the fitted frequency agrees with the estimation, whereas resonance plots (a), (b)
and nonresonance plot (d) the frequency obtained turns to be 2 ÷ 3 times less. Such a wide spread of values can be
explained by the small sensitivity of the width to the ionic density ��µ � �1/3 . The errors of the absorbed power
measurement also pay their contribution. Compare left and right scales in Fig. 4 we see the depth of higher spatial
harmonic resonance is of the order of 1% of the absorbed power. Although the detection of nonlinear addition in
experiment was provided by a synchronous detection, the spread still remained wide. One more reason of the
discrepancy is imprecise knowledge of the relaxation constants. The natural widths are known comparatively well
while the constants of electron deactivation and the Stark broadening of argon ionic transition are studied with less
accuracy. The discrepancy betwen computation and measurement at mn transition reaches 30% [38, 39]. For ml
transition between long-lived levels there are practically no data in literature, that is why the Stark broadening is not
taken into account in the fitting procedure.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Thus, the collisional shape of the higher spatial harmonic slow-atom resonance is calculated both numerically and
analytically by the perturbation theory. The Coulomb broadening of the resonance is found in the 4th order of the
perturbation theory neglecting the population of the intermediate level. It allows to interpret experimental data
qualitatively. The numerical calculations take into consideration small population of the upper level and saturation
in mn transition. It allows fitting the experimental data with accuracy 5 ÷ 10%, i.e. within the error limit. The
agreement occurs at plasma and light parameters that are in agreement with known data.
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